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You want to make money, right?  To bring more members into your affiliate marketing 
networks? 

  

To do that, you need to draw visitors to your websites.  More visitors = more money. 

  

But how do you draw more visitors when you're outranked by websites with million-dollar 
marketing budgets? 

  

The Internet has been revolutionary.  It has allowed entrepreneurs like you and me to sell our 
goods and services in a global marketplace like never before.  And it has opened up a whole new 
world of affiliate marketing that absolutely dwarfs pre-Internet network marketing 
opportunities.  Yet the big guys - large, established companies with huge Internet marketing 
budgets - still reign over the rest of us. 

  

Think about how the typical web surfer finds a website: First, she runs a keyword search in a 
search engine like Google or Yahoo!  The search probably yields several thousand results - 
hundreds of pages of links.  Maybe the surfer looks at the first three pages of links, or maybe she 
simply picks one from the first page and clicks through.  

  

Why is that important?  It means that if your website doesn't come up on the first page you're not 
likely to be found. 

  

The problem is that the websites that are ranked highly with the search engines - those that 
come up on the first page of results - are owned by big companies with big budgets.  The little 
guys don't pop up until pages 10, 100, 1000 where they gather dust (so to speak). 

  

So what can you do? 

  

Level the playing field with Webmaster Profits. 
  

By pooling our resources we can create a website that will draw traffic like the big guys' websites 
do. 

  

Webmaster Profits is a membership program that does just that, for entrepreneurs like you 
who don't have the time, expertise, or money to create and manage a highly-ranked, 

content-rich, well-designed website of your own.  

  

Webmaster Profits draws first-time visitors by maintaining a unique, content-rich site.  And we 
keep those visitors coming back by offering them access to reliable, useful, free information. 

  

  

What's in it for you? 

Webmaster Profits offers you a way to attract a high volume of web visitors at a price you can 
afford.  Because Webmaster Profits is a membership program, the resources of all our members 
can be pooled to create the high-volume drawing power of the big companies with millions to 
spend on Internet marketing. 
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Your Webmaster Profits Membership Includes: 

 

• More than 20 built-in affiliate programs 
We've added money-making affiliate programs to each page of our website to 
maximize the revenue that the site generates.  That means more money to you 
when it's your affiliate code in the link! 

 

• Your own customized landing page  
Customize your landing page to promote your own affiliate memberships. As a 
member, you'll be able to change most affiliate links to your personal codes. (We 
maintain control of two sections of PPC ads: one of the top and one on the bottom 
of each page.) 

 

• 180-day cookies 
Once you send a visitor to the Webmaster Profits site, that surfer is "yours" for 180 
days! All affiliate links that visitor clicks through will be applied to you for 180 
days each time you send a visitor to our site. 

 

• Access to a content-rich site 
You can't profit if people don't visit! As search engines become ever smarter, the 
sites that succeed are those with continually changing, rich, meaningful content. 
As a Webmaster Profits member, you'll be linked to the kind of content-rich 
website that keeps search engine spiders and Internet visitors alike coming back! 
Best of all: you don't have to lift a finger to hire copywriters to frequently update 
your site with interesting, relevant content - we'll take care of that for you! 

 

• Our commitment to your success: continuously upgraded content and 
advertising 
It's our commitment to maintain the kind of site that search engines love: one 
with frequently updated, useful, relevant information for visitors. 

 

• The opportunity to make money off of the visitors that you send to 
Webmaster-Profits.com 
Earn affiliate income for visitors you refer to our site. 

 

• The opportunity to make money off of the visitors that come from 
natural searches 
That's right! You can even earn money from visitors who come to Webmaster-
Profits.com on their own. 

 

  

  

Who's behind Webmaster Profits? 

Mike Read is the creator and manager of Webmaster Profits.  He has lots of jobs, including father 
of two and professional programmer.  As a professional programmer, Mike has made a career 
out of making professional, successful websites.  So you can trust that you've got an expert on 
your side to handle web design, acquire new and relevant content for websites, and optimize the 
site for search engines.  In short, you've got an expert working for you to make this site a 
success.  So you can concentrate on promoting your affiliate marketing programs. 
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The Unique Advantages of Webmaster Profits 

The unique advantage of Webmaster Profits is that we do all of that work for you: we design the 
site to be fresh, interesting, and unique; we hire a team of copywriters to write useful, 
interesting, and relevant content for our site; and we have our copywriters update the content 
on our site frequently to keep our visitors coming back for more. 

  

 
The Webmaster Profits Advantages 

 

• Web hosting is included 
We take care of all the web hosting and site maintenance so that you can 
concentrate on promoting your programs. Our competitors can't offer this 
advantage! 

 

• We take care of the web design 
We build and design all of the Webmaster-Profits.com pages. Our competitors 
can't offer this advantage, either! 

 

• We take care of the content 
We hire a team of experienced, professional web copywriters to continuously 
provide us with fresh, interesting, relevant content for our site. Can our 
competitors offer this advantage?  No, they can't. 

 

  

  

  

What others are saying about Webmaster Profits 

We're proud of our reputation as the leading website membership program.  We're also proud of 
the strong relationships that we've built with our clients.  So we're happy to have them speak for 
us: 
 
•••• Sarah P. from California says that Webmaster Profits' advantages are unparalleled.  "I had 

tried out a number of out-of-the-box websites because I knew I needed a website to promote 
my affiliate marketing business, but I didn't have the time or the money to create and 
maintain my own unique website," she said.  "I found that those other programs didn't do 
anything for my business - they didn't generate any traffic or help me in my promotions one 
bit.  Webmaster Profits is different.  As a member, I not only get affiliate income from the 
Webmaster Profits site, but the site has generated a huge number of leads for my affiliate 
marketing network." 

 
•••• Bob S. from Delaware said, "Webmaster Profits is the best membership program I've come 

across," Bob said.  "It's allowed me to focus on promoting my affiliate marketing network and 
has directly led to an increase in membership of over 30% in my networks!" 

  

 

What it costs 

For a limited time only, we're selling memberships to Webmaster Profits for a one-time fee of 
$49.95.  Pay once and you're a Webmaster Profits member for life! 
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100% Guarantee 
  

How confident are we that you'll be thrilled with your Webmaster Profits 
membership?  We're 100% confident.  That's why we offer an unconditional 

90-day money back guarantee. 

  

  

Make the first step toward running a more profitable business: join Webmaster Profits today! 

  

 

  

We're also offering a 2-tier affiliate program, with 35% commission on the first tier and 10% 
commission on the second tier.  Join our affiliate program today! 


